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1. Summary of the impact  

Research at University of Bath into the critical quality attributes that underpin the performance 
of orally inhaled and nasal drug products (OINDPs) has been translated via Nanopharm, Ltd., 
a University spin-out. Nanopharm has become a world-leading contract research organisation, 
growing from 4 to 42 employees, and with sales revenues increasing 10-fold to 
GBP7,500,000, in the REF period.  In 2019, Nanopharm was acquired by AptarGroup, Inc. for 
approximately USD38,100,000.  In parallel, Bath, the U.S. FDA and Nanopharm have 
collaboratively developed regulatory tools and methods to facilitate patient access to less 
expensive, safe and effective OINDP generic formulations. 

 

2. Underpinning research  

The University of Bath is globally recognised for research investigating the interactive forces, 
structure and aerosolisation performance of orally inhaled and nasal drug products (OINDPs) 
and understanding how the efficacy of these complex dosage forms are governed by the 
physical, chemical and interfacial properties of micron-sized active pharmaceutical ingredients 
(APIs). 

Research at Bath, led by Professor Robert Price in the early 2000s, focused on understanding 
the influence of the physicochemical and environmental factors on the adhesive and cohesive 
interactions of respirable-sized particles. Probing these interactive forces at a single particle 
level provided fundamental insight into the forces, which must be overcome to de-aggregate 
and disperse drug particles, and enabled prediction of the balance of interparticulate forces 
required to optimise these complex formulations. These findings led to the breakthrough 
development of the cohesive-adhesive balance (CAB) technique [1-3], which is still used to 
measure batch-to-batch variability and the influence of ageing effects and laagering conditions 
on the interfacial properties of micronized APIs for OINDPs. Furthermore, in understanding 
the high degrees of cohesion and poor dispersibility of respirable drug particles, a single 
droplet-to-particle engineering technology was developed to control the physical and 
interfacial properties of OINDPs and to optimise their aerosol performance [4].  

The acquired, in-depth understanding of the complexities of OINDPs led to an extensive and 
long-term collaboration between Price and the US FDA’s Office of Generic Drugs.  This has 
resulted in sustained funding to Bath over the last decade (i.e., 7 projects of 3-4 years 
duration). In addition to being able to define, measure, control and optimize the critical material 
attributes of APIs for OINDPs [5], the research has enabled development of a range of 
orthogonal in-vitro techniques to understand the state of aggregation within an aerosolized 
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dose and with which to determine the rate and extent of drug release for bioequivalence 
studies [6]. Furthermore, the work has enabled more rational optimisation of microstructural 
physical properties and a clearer understanding of the handling and processing of particulate 
material to ensure greater consistency between batches.  

Following development of the CAB technique at Bath, and initiation of the collaboration with 
the FDA, the consulting company - Nanopharm, Ltd. - established by Price initially, and then 
with Dr. Jag Shur, experienced a quantum leap in demand for services from the 
pharmaceutical industry and underwent significant growth in its business from 2014.  This was 
triggered by translation of the Bath research - specifically, the in-depth understanding of 
fundamental properties at a single particle level - into Nanopharm’s key technology platforms 

(in particular, Nanosense and SmartTrack) and its range of analytical tools (e.g., 
CAB/Nanomech/UniDose).  These capabilities are fundamentally based on the ability to 
measure API interparticulate forces and to characterise the associated microstructural 
properties, which govern the functionality of the resulting formulated products.  These bespoke 
tools have been successfully implemented within the pharmaceutical industry to de-risk and 
expedite the development of both orally inhaled and nasal drug products.  

Most recently, and now in a three-way collaboration between the US FDA’s Office of Generic 
Drugs, the University of Bath and Nanopharm, the development of the UniDose aerosol 
collection apparatus has been achieved [6].  This device has been specifically engineered for 
the in vitro dissolution testing of OINDPs and has increased the discriminatory capability in 
measuring the in vitro release rate of an aerosolised dose. The approach addresses both the 
limitations of current aerosol collection systems and an important unmet need: specifically, as 
a potential tool and methodology with which the bioequivalence of switchable, generic OINDPs 
can be objectively assessed without the need for expensive, prolonged and frequently 
insensitive clinical endpoint studies.      
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4. Details of the impact  

The impact of research from the Price laboratory has been delivered via Nanopharm, Ltd., 
which has grown significantly during the REF period from a small start-up (spun out of the 
University of Bath) to a high-end contract research organisation (CRO) that is an international 
leader in its field [A].  Nanopharm now provides an informed, innovative and comprehensive 
platform for developing formulations of respiratory medicines that enable effective delivery. 

Growth, jobs, acquisition: In the 5-year period between 2014 and 2019, the number of 
Nanopharm employees has increased from 4 to 42 and sales revenue has increased 10-fold 
from GBP750,000 to GBP7,500,000. The geographical sales of Nanopharm’s services are 
worldwide, with 30%, 30%, 29% and 11% in North America, Australasia, Europe and the UK, 
respectively. Nanopharm has a wide client base consisting of major international players in 
the respiratory medicine space (including Janssen, Genentech, 3M, Teva, and Amneal), and 
a high level of repeat business [B].  

Taking advantage of the support, reach and synergies offered by becoming part of a larger 
organisation, Nanopharm was acquired (but retains its name) by the US-based AptarGroup, 
Inc., in June 2019 for an enterprise value of approximately USD38,100,000 [C,D,E].  The 
President of Aptar stated [C]:  

“We are delighted to welcome the talented team at Nanopharm... Their expertise and 
capabilities will deepen our current range of services offered to customers who are 
developing and testing inhaled medicines”. 

and the CEO added [C]:  

“The expertise of Nanopharm, a leader in inhalation and nasal drug development 
services, … bring[s] additional value to our customers as they navigate the challenging 
regulatory landscape and seek to bring their products to market faster”. 

During the current REF period, the progressive addition of new services offered by 
Nanopharm (and based on the innovative and disruptive Bath research described above) has 
led to a rapid and substantial growth of its fee-for-service business [B].  These capabilities 
include (a) an integrated drug development service covering advanced materials 
characterisation, device and formulation development, and in silico modelling, (b) the 
SmartTrack™ tool, which identifies the critical formulation and device attributes of OINDPs 
[F], and (c) UniDose™, a validated aerosol (respirable) dose collection system for in vitro 
dissolution testing and microstructural characterisation by morphology-directed Raman 
spectroscopy of OINDPs.  

Wider economic and societal benefit:  As stated above, the success of Nanopharm is 
directly related to the scientific knowledge and the underpinning research undertaken at the 
University of Bath.  Consequently, Nanopharm’s product development services are able to 
significantly reduce program risk and expedite the drug development process and clinical 
timelines, which results in significant savings for clients. This may be exemplified by client 
feedback from Janssen R&D (Belgium) [A]: 

“… we worked with Nanopharm to design a Dry Powder Inhaler (DPI) capsule 
formulation, manufacturing process and analytical methodology.  In a true Quality by 
Design manner, we started with characterisation of the API and excipient interfacial 
properties and… Nanopharm succeeded in making a formulation and process that was 
robust, both for the broad dosing strength range and environmental manufacturing 
conditions, and that was also stable. The first patient was dosed 9 months after 
Nanopharm started the work”. 

and from the CEO of Advent in Australia [A]: 

“With their scientific rigour and pragmatic approach, as well as their in-depth knowledge 
of the regulatory situation, [Nanopharm] can really add value to projects”. 

In 2017, Nanopharm launched the integrated technology platform SmartTrack, which has 
been widely implemented by clients and now comprises more than 45% of sales revenue. 
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SmartTrack ensures that the optimised product (whether propriety or generic) can be 
manufactured using a quality-by-design (QbD) paradigm [A,B]. 

Relatedly, it is generally acknowledged that the major barrier to both generic competition and 
on-going product improvements of OINDPs is the cost and requirements for clinical endpoint 
bioequivalence (BE) studies.  The latter often involve large patient numbers but produce highly 
variable results and are unable to detect formulation differences.  To address this issue, the 
FDA Office of Generic Drugs has been supporting research at Bath (as indicated above) to 
explore alternative methodologies that can ensure bioequivalence between reference and 
generic drug-device combination products without the need for a clinical endpoint BE study.  
Based on the FDA-funded research at Bath, Nanopharm has advanced the concept of (so-
called Q3) structural equivalence for OINDPs. As a result, in vitro dissolution testing 
methodology, combined with Raman spectroscopy and in silico mechanistic modelling, is 
providing an alternative approach [6] to compare products such that clinical biowaivers for 
OINPD development programs may be possible.  The ongoing collaboration between Bath, 
the FDA and Nanopharm is bringing this encouraging idea towards realisation and a significant 
benefit, therefore, in facilitating patient access to less expensive, safe, efficacious and high-
quality complex drug products.  As the Director of the Office of Research and Standards in 
the FDA’s Office of Generic Drugs stated in his keynote talk entitled, “New tools for generic 
orally inhaled drug products to maximize prospects of FDA approval,” at the Respiratory Drug 
Delivery 2018 conference [G]:  

“Rob Price and Jag Shur of the University of Bath and Nanopharm really helped us to 
understand how difficult it is to develop these products”.  
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